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Subject: "QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS." Information from the Bureau of Home Economics,
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Coming up today are a number of letters calling for first aid to clothes

and household textiles. Here's a question about a sweater badly stretched, and

another about mildew on shower curtains. And then here's a letter asking about

stains on automobile upholstery and one about slip covers that shrink.

The answers to these questions all come from textile experts at the Bureau

of Home Economics. The first question is a familiar one: "What can I do about a

sweater that stretched out of shape hanging on a line after washing?"

The textile experts say: Try washing the sweater again and then laying it

flat on a bath towel to dry in the shape and size you want it to be. Very often

you can get wet wool back into shape by patting it gently here and there. Don't

wring or pull the sweater when you bring it out of the water. Gather it in a ball

in your two hands, and press the water out of it. Never hang any knitted fabric

to dry. Lay it flat on a table, and dry as rapidly as possible. A Turkish towel

laid under the sweater hastens the drying by absorbing moisture. A good breeze

or circulation of air over the sweater helps, too.

These suggestions may bring that stretched sweater back to its correct size

and shape. But that's not a guarantee. All too often the wool "sets" after care-

less washing and drying. And then it won't come back no matter what you do. This

often happens when wool shrinks. Prevention is better than cure, you know. To

avoid both stretching and shrinking when you wash a sweater, remember these import;

points: Mild soapsuds; lukewarm water; no pulling, wringing or rough handling, and

last but not least, drying flat to shape
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Now here's a question about mildewed shower-bath curtains. A housewife

writes: "Can you tell me of anything I can put on a shower curtain so mildew won't
I

grow on it? I live in a damp warm climate. Our "bathroom is rather dark and not

well ventilated. So I have a continual fight with mildew on the shower curtains,

and usually the mildew wins. I have tried different fabrics but find that mildew

grows on oiled silk almost as fast as on plain canvas."

Textile specialists at the Bureau of Home Economics are now searching for

ways to mildew-proof cloth with chemicals. One of these days they hope to be able

to tell you of some treatment that will keep mildew from growing on shower bath

curtains and other household fabrics. But in the meantime, your best weapons against

this fungus are: frequent sunning, drying, and airing. Once a week hang the cur-

tain out on the clothes line, and let the sun, and air get at it. Never leave a

shower curtain bunched together when it is wet. Here's one other suggestion: When

the tiny dark specks of mildew first appear you can often brush them off with a stiff

brush dipped in soap suds.

Now let's take up the problem of stained automobile upholstery. Here's a

letter that says: "The other night I took a hot roast of beef down to my neigh-

bor's for a community supper. Some of the meat juice got on the wool upholstery

of my car and made a bad looking stain. Can you tell me how to remove this?"

The safest way to get spots out of upholstery is to use an absorbent paste

to draw the stain out instead of using liquid that may get the upholstery wet and

leave a ring.

Most meat stains are a mixture of grease and meat juice. So first make a

Paste that will draw the grease out from the stain. Make a paste of some liquid

cleaner like carbon tetrachloride and an absorbing powder like cornstarch or

Fuller's earth. Spread the paste over the stain, let it dry, and then brush it

°ff. If the grease is not all out, spread the paste on a second time.
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Fext remove the meat juice by making a paste of cold water and cornstarch

or Fuller' s earth. Put the paste over the stain, let it dry and "brush it off.

Repeat if the stain is not all out.

How for the last question. A housewife writes: "The slip cover on my

lounge is made of cotton crash. Unfortunately, this fabric was not pre shrunk.

So I have always had it dry cleaned. I haven't dared wash it for fear it would

come out too small for the lounge. Uow it has some water spots the dry cleaner

can't get out. It needs washing in soap and water. Could I prevent it from

shrinking if I put the over on the lounge while wet and let it dry on?"

Fabric shrinks mostly in the washing water so your covers would shrink

before you could get them on the lounge. Much safer than trying to wash the whole

cover would he sponging the water stains and then pulling and ironing the wet

places back into place.




